Key Findings:
By using Exceedence
FINANCE we were able
to prove the following:
 The financial
module in
Exceedence
FINANCE can be
used for other
energy sources once
the yield is given.
 LCOE is higher for
sea deployment
projects than lake
deployments, but
higher yields at sea
can give similar
LCOE.
 Yield is the main key
cost driver, with a
decrease in yield
having a much
greater (negative)
impact on LCOE
than an increase.
“Exceedence FINANCE
has provided the
robust metrics we need
when approaching
potential investors and
partners”

Photo: new floating solar power plant in Port Oostende, Belgium in cooperation with Greenpipe
International. Image courtesy of HelioRec

Exceedence FINANCE
Case study: HelioRec

Proving the Exceedence financial module for floating PV systems
Solar PV with 760GW cumulative installed
capacity in 2019 is a well-established
technology. Floating PV with an estimated
2.6GW in 2020 is still considered a niche
market. However, it is quickly gaining
traction with drivers such as land scarcity
and high costs in many places, as well as by
design innovations that are helping to
reduce costs, and this in spite of the
additional challenges associated with
currents, waves and salt water

Providing insights into the cost drivers of
the HelioRec technology has given clearer
understanding of their proposed business
models and the product solutions they are
offering to ensure a profitable and
competitive technology.

Specifically, Exceedence has investigated
the HelioRec technology for Lake and Sea
applications and two different business
model approaches: providing a turnkey
HelioRec is a floating solar PV company with
- HelioRec
a novel idea to use a circular economy solution versus selling the floating system
approach. Their floating system can be technology to a project developer.
deployed inland via lakes, or offshore in the
For more information
sea. Through the Interreg programme the HelioRec provided the yield as the starting
on Exceedence FINANCE
NWE Marine Energy Alliance, HelioRec point for Exceedence FINANCE from
please visit:
received commercial services from which to conduct the financial modelling.
www.exceedence.com
The resulting LCOE and other key
Exceedence.
performance indicators were calculated
Exceedence Ltd. provided services on based on this given yield. Sensitivity
levelised cost of energy (LCOE) and analysis in the form of key cost drivers was
sensitivity analysis on the key cost drivers then conducted.
For more information
for the HelioRec technology. Exceedence
To compare the HelioRec models, the
on HelioRec please visit:
Ltd. are using their techno-financial publicly available data from the World
www.heliorec.com
software to support and verify the targets Bank Group (2019) was used as the
set by HelioRec.
baseline model.

Key benefits of Exceedence
FINANCE:
Accurate financial metrics
Financial projections based on
detailed engineering models and
real-world wave resources
Accelerated project
development
Screen out weaker concepts
earlier, and accelerate the
development and refinement of
innovative designs with genuine
Figure: LCOE Results from modelling calculations (before tax). Source: World Bank Group,
prospects
ESMAP and SERIS. 2019. “Where Sun Meets Water: Floating Solar Market Report
Design optimisation
Explore potential advances in
energy generation and identify
opportunities for cost reduction
Detailed understanding
Key insights into annual energy
production,
local
power
fluctuations, loads in structural
members and fatigue life
expectancy, based on detailed
engineering simulation
Clarity
Complete transparency of both
financial and engineering design
Photo: HelioRec testing its floating solar system at Ecole Centrale de Nantes. Image courtesy
processes
of HelioRec
Consistency
Suitable for all stages in the design
process,
from
concept
development, to model scale
prototypes, and right through to
full scale versions
Unlock investment
Increase investor confidence by
de-risking projects
Recognised by industry
Validated via industry case studies
and technical papers
“Having an independent LCOE report that details the
Environmental and societal
different scenarios allows us to better understand the
benefits
business decisions that we need to make”
Reduces entry barriers to new
– Polina Vasilenko, Founder & CEO, HelioRec
developers and facilitates growth
of wave energy sector in general

